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Cloze Test Questions Bank Exams (IBPS Clerk Pre & SBI 
Clerk Pre) 

Cloze Test Quiz 27 

Directions: Fill in the blanks with appropriate words to make the passage 

meaningful. 

The CBI    (1)     the Interpol and    (2)     shortly send letters rogatory to several 

countries to    (3)     the end-users of the alleged Bofors pay-offs, which were 

suspected to    (4)     transferred from the Swiss bank accounts    (5)     the five 

recipients named earlier. 

The sources said the scrutiny of all the 500 pages of    (6)     Swiss bank 

documents    (7)     over to it    (8)     revealed that money was    (9)     of bank 

accounts in    (10)     countries, including Jordan, Panama, Lichtenstein and the 

Channel Islands. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Questions: 

1. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. warned      B. threatened      C. alerted      D. informed      E. told 

2. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. would      B. will      C. shall      D. should      E. would be 

3. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. find out      B. trace     C. investigate      D. miss      E. none of these 

4. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. have been      B. had been      C. has      D. had      E. have 

5. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. among     B. with      C. of      D. within      E. in 

6. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. secret      B. open      C. hidden      D. clandestine      E. none of these 

7. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. surrendered      B. submitted      C. deposited      D. fixed      E. handed 

8. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. had      B. has      C. have      D. has been      E. had been 

9. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. changed      B. transferred      C. moved      D. transmitted      E. handed 

10. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. sereval      B. few      C. a lot of      D. many      E. every 



 

 

Correct Answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
C A B A C A E A B A 
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